Parking Options for Larger Vehicles
Hataitai Netball Courts, 43 Ruahine Street, Hataitai, Wellington

Driving Instructions if heading into South into Wellington City

Enter Wellington along State Highway 1 and follow signs heading towards Wellington International Airport

Once through the Mt Victoria Tunnel head continue along State Highway 1 (Ruahine Street) around to the right and take the first right hand turn (indicated with pinpoint on map).

Head up the hill and around to your right following the road over a speed bump.

Continue to top of hill and you’ll see a small roundabout at the junction ahead at the corner of the fenced netball court area. The area straight ahead may be cordoned off for team vehicle parking only.

The areas indicated in yellow on the above map should all be suitable areas for a larger vehicle to park. Please however give consideration to other vehicles when parking as there will be a number of vehicles using the area over the weekend.

If wishing to park in the area beside the softball diamond closest to the courts we recommend reversing back out at the end of the day to avoid the need to take the route up and over the hilltop velodrome area as this is quite windy & narrow on the downward journey.

There is also a lower parking area indicated on the right as you enter which can fit 40+ cars which may be suitable for parking larger vehicles if you find the options at the top of the hill aren’t suitable.